Email address in RSS is shown as &xx; instead of letters
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Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk
Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance
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Luis Henrique Fagundes 17 Jan 06 16:31 GMT-0000

this happens when user has asked for email to be scrambled as unicode, so it's displayed as html weird code that would normally be well interpreted by browser, but since content-type is xml, it doesn't work.

making it show a proper e-mail address would reveal user's email to spam bot. what to do?

luciash d' being 30 Apr 18 08:41 GMT-0000

Is this still happening in 18.x or can we close this?

drsassafras 26 Feb 20 17:17 GMT-0000

Closing due to inactivity. The issue may be reopened if it is still relevant.
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